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In the end, Demi submitted to their request and finally had to agree to apologize to Crystal.
Matthew, on the other hand, was quite speechless. He guessed that Demi would stubbornly
refuse, but he did not expect that she would refuse even what Helen promised. It seemed
that he had to be more cautious of this woman in the future.

After dinner, Demi went to the Harrison Residence to apologize to Crystal. Helen wanted
Matthew to go with them, but Sasha forcefully dragged him away. According to Sasha,   it
was best for Matthew to not tag along and get involved with this kind of matter. Otherwise, if
anything happened, Matthew would be the one blamed.

When the Cunningham Family members entered the Harrison Family compound and saw
the luxurious decorations in the yard, James and the other three were shocked. Now, they
understood just how big the gap between them and the Harrison Family was. And so,
Demi’s initial arrogant and domineering attitude had decreased significantly.

Crystal was sitting in the living room as they entered. In the magnificent house, she looked
like a princess, surrounded by people from the Harrison Family. Seeing the scene, James
and Helen couldn’t help but swallow nervously. The Harrison Family was genuinely a big
family with a respected heritage, a far cry from them!

Meanwhile, Crystal saw a trace of contempt on Demi’s face the moment she saw Demi.
James then hurried forward and said some pleasantries politely before he dragged Demi
over and asked her to apologize to Crystal.

Demi was still a little unconvinced. Tensing up, she said lightly, “I’m sorry.”

Crystal frowned. How could she accept Demi’s apology when the woman had such an
attitude? “What did you say? I didn’t hear you!” Crystal said coldly.

Demi was furious and she argued, “Y-You didn’t hear? We are standing so close to each
other so you definitely heard it.”



“I didn’t hear you,” Crystal repeated coldly. “You don’t believe me?”

Demi’s expression changed and she almost cursed in rage.

Trying to diffuse the situation, Helen hurriedly chimed in, “Miss Harrison, I’m sorry. I will ask
her to apologize again. Demi!” Helen pulled at Demi’s clothes.

Demi gritted her teeth and shouted, “I’m sorry!”

Even the Harrison Family was extremely unhappy with her attitude, much less Crystal.
Standing up, Crystal walked over slowly and stopped in front of Demi. Crystal looked at her
before she suddenly raised her hand and slapped Demi across the face four times.

At that moment, everyone in the Cunningham Family was stunned. Crystal then went back
to the sofa and sat down as she drawled, “Alright then; that’s the end of this matter. You
guys can leave now!”

However, Demi was furious and shouted loudly, “H-How dare you hit me? I’ll make you pay
for this! Mom, call the police! Call the police! I want to put her in jail! I want to put her in jail!”
Demi’s face was twisted in rage as if she finally had something over Crystal.

Crystal, on the other hand, looked at Demi with an enigmatic smile. “Oh, so you’re burning
bridges with me, eh? Very well then; call the police. I want to see what you will do to me!”

Demi gritted her teeth. “I’ll do to you what you did to me! I slapped you and was imprisoned
for one day. You slapped me four times, so you’ll be imprisoned for a year!”

Crystal chuckled coldly. “Really? Then how do you prove that I slapped you?”

Demi said loudly, “Why do I need proof? Everyone witnessed you slapping me. They can all
testify!”

Crystal laughed and turned to those around her. “Did you see me slap her?”

Everyone present shook their heads. Demi was anxious and said quickly, “My parents and
my husband saw it. They can all testify!”



Mr. Harrison slowly murmured, “These are all your close relatives, so they can’t be asked to
testify.”

Upon hearing that, Demi was dumbfounded and realized that she was probably going to
have to suffer in silence this time.


